SOCIAL MEDIA BEST PRACTICES
Below are some guidelines for operating a Student Housing and Residential Life
affiliated social media account.
BRANDING SOCIAL MEDIA
When possible, follow the university’s brand guidelines outlined on this site. Incorporate the university’s main
web colors in your profiles, found here.
USING UH LOGOS AND MARKS
When you create a social media site on behalf of the SHRL, use simple graphics that represent the SHRL brand.
The guidelines section of this website provides information on logo permissions and standards. You should NOT
create your own logo as this is against university brand policy.
CREATING SOCIAL PROFILES
Incomplete social profiles misrepresent your organization and the SHRL brand. Make sure your accounts are on
track:
• Is your profile consistent with UH brand standards and style guidelines outlined on this site?
• Do your social media accounts have profile images, header photos, backgrounds, and biographies?
• Are the images on your social media accounts accurately sized according to proper dimensions for posting?
• Does your biography or “about” section align with the information on your corresponding uh.edu/
housing website? Does it also mention @uhhousing?
FOLLOW
Here are a few examples of well-branded social media accounts at UH:
• @uhhousing
• @uhbauercollege
• @uhoteam
STARTING AND MAINTAINING AN ACCOUNT
Before creating a new account, consider whether it would be beneficial to your communications strategy.
Establish a strategic content plan and review these questions with your RLC — creating a social media account
requires approval of your leadership and the SHRL Marketing team. To book an appointment, please fill out this
form.
WHAT DO YOU WANT TO ACCOMPLISH THROUGH SOCIAL MEDIA?
Outline your goals. Take every opportunity to elevate the perception of your program and the university. Track
and analyze your results.
WHO IS YOUR INTENDED AUDIENCE?
Concentrate on one channel before expanding your presence. Take the time to perfect engagement,
collaboration, and execution. Social media should be about transparency and customer service.
HOW OFTEN WILL YOU POST TO OR UPDATE THE ACCOUNT?
UH Housing accounts update Facebook once or twice a day, Twitter 2 to 3 times a day, and Instagram/ Instagram
Stories once a day. If you can’t meet the content requirements, remember that you can always funnel your
content to the main @UHhousing accounts. We are here to help! You can also submit content to be featured on
“In the Loop” and in our monthly newsletter, here.
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HAVE YOU DESIGNATED SOMEONE RESPONSIBLE FOR POSTING TO THE ACCOUNT, MONITORING THE
ACCOUNT DAILY, AND RESPONDING TO YOUR FOLLOWERS?
Social media requires significant time and dedication. At least one full time staff member and the SHRL
Marketing department must have access to your account. Usernames and passwords can be emailed to
tefeathe@central.uh.edu
NEXT STEPS
All official accounts must be registered to a shared or general email address accessible by more than one person;
email addresses already established for customer service are preferred — for example, “shrlmarketing@uh.edu.”
Contact your RLC about which email address should be used when establishing an account.
If individuals will have access to official social accounts on mobile devices through applications like Facebook
Pages, Instagram, and Twitter, it is imperative that you can clearly distinguish personal posts from posts to SHRL
affiliated accounts. Individuals should always check which social media account they are actively logged into
before posting.
Once you’ve created the social media account and it is active, email tefeathe@central.uh.edu the login
credentials to your account.
BEST PRACTICES
An in-depth look at UH’s Social Media Policy can be found, here.
Get off to the right start: Determine how you will use social media to achieve your department’s objectives.
Develop a plan and process addressing issues like how frequently you will review and update content and
monitor and respond to comments from users.
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE SHRL MARKETING DEPARTMENT’S EXPERTISE.
Take a moment to think about what you are posting before you publish the content. Post news, events,
and information that are relevant to your target audience. Is it relevant and topical? Are you reviewing and
maintaining the content on a regular basis?
Establish a checks and balances process for reviewing, editing, and approving content: Having multiple eyes
review your content increases the effectiveness and accuracy of what you publish. Proofread for spelling and
grammar. If you make a mistake, admit it and correct it quickly and transparently.
Be careful and be respectful. What you say directly reflects on SHRL and the University of Houston.
KEEP ACTIVE
Update your accounts often and be sure that you are responsive and engaged with your followers. Inactive social
media accounts appear clumsy and unprofessional and reflect poorly on your department and the university.
Follow the guideline on the next page with regards to what content should posted on certain social media sites.
DO NOT USE COPYRIGHTED MATERIAL
This includes music and graphics. The best practice is to use royalty free music in your videos. Linked below are
some resources. If you use copyrighted material, you run the risk of having the account locked.
• https://www.bensound.com/
• https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCQsBfyc5eOobgCzeY8bBzFg
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HAVE A PLAN FOR NEGATIVE COMMENTS
• As a public university we are not allowed to hide or delete comments. This violates freedom of speech.
• If the comments are profane, hateful, or threatening, report them the SHRL Marketing department and your
RLC.
• Take a screenshot or send the link to tefeathe@central.uh.edu and copy your RLC on the email.
• Never respond in a negative or impolite manner.
• You may also not block any accounts
• Keep responses short and direct them to someone if they need additional answers
• If you do not have an answer, contact someone in SHRL before saying you don’t know. It’s okay to say, “let
me check on that and get back to you.” And actually, follow up.
• As a last resort, have them email or call the housing office at 713.743.6000 or housing@uh.edu.

HAVE A PLAN FOR WHEN YOU ARE NO LONGER INVOLVED WITH YOUR ORGANIZATION
Whether you graduate or move to a different residence hall, you should have a plan of succession for your
social media account. Does the account default to another member of your organization? Is the RLC in charge of
appointment a new social media ambassador?
KEEP IN MIND THAT INACTIVE ACCOUNTS WILL BE REMOVED AT THE REQUEST OF SHRL
TRACK YOUR POST PERFORMANCE
Analyze whether you are achieving your marketing goals: Set aside time to report on your social media activity
as a part of your process. Evaluate the results and make changes based on the data you receive.
ASK FOR HELP
If you’re stuck or struggling or just have a simple question, please reach out to our Communications Coordinator,
Elise Featherly at tefeathe@central.uh.edu. Remember, we are here to help you!
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